
FUNCTIONS

ROTATION

STEP 1:
Turning the device on.
Press the button once.

STEP 2: Wait for 
calibration. Don’t move the 
device during calibration! 
The device vibrates when 
it’s ready to use and the 
display shows 0.

STEP 3: Hold the button 
down and select the mode. 
Press the button once to 
active mode.

HOW TO USE

BALANCE

MODE: S t, Stretch Tilt
FUNCTION: Goal is to make both sides bendings even or 
increase mobility. The stick vibration is activated when the 
stick tilt is 45°.  Vibration angel is adjustable 10°–90°
EXAMPLE MOVE: Side Bending
EXTRA: Push the button three times. Tilt the stick and select 
the angel what you want to use by pressing the button once.

MODE: S r, Stretch Rotation
FUNCTION: Goal is to make both sides rotation even or 
increase mobility. The stick vibration is activated when the 
stick rotation is 45°.  Vibration angel is adjustable 10°-90°
EXAMPLE MOVE: Rotation
EXTRA: Push the button three times. Rotate the stick and 
select the angel what you want to use by pressing the button 
once.
IMPORTANT: Before you start movement push the button 
once. Stick is going to calibrate straight line.

MODE: C t, Count Tilt
FUNCTION: Goal is to keep stick straight. The stick vibration
is activated when the stick is out of balance over 3°. Vibration 
angel is adjustable 2°–10°.
EXAMPLE MOVE: Overhead Squat
EXTRA: With every vibration the counter increases, your goal 
is to keep the counter zero. If you want to start from zero, 
reset the counter by turning the stick to vertical position and 
back or press the button once.

MODE: C r, Count Rotation
FUNCTION: Goal is to avoid rotation. The stick vibration is 
activated when the stick rotate over 3°.  Vibration angel is 
adjustable 2°-10°.
EXAMPLE MOVE: Overhead Squat
EXTRA: With every vibration the counter increases, your goal 
is to keep the counter zero. If you want to start from zero, 
reset the counter by pressing the button once.
IMPORTANT: Before you start movement push the button 
once. Stick is going to calibrate straight line.

te3balance.com | @te3balance | @digitaltrainingstick Get more exercisers with
TE3 Move application:
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